RallyFuture

experienced, responsible, trained and
accountable and some events and
officials are now rightly seeing them
as a potential asset ‘on the ground’
should the need arise during an
event.”
A key relationship on the stages is that
between the MSA accredited media
and the MSA Safety Delegate. Three
years ago, Nicky Moffitt, an MSA
Director and Vice Chairman of Motor
Sports Council, became the first Safety
Delegate and has since performed the
role on almost 40 events.
“My experiences working with
the MSA accredited media have
been mostly positive, with just the
occasional issue here and there to
be resolved,” Moffitt says. “The one
thing I never want to see is a tabard
holder walking on the stage when I go
through; media are well aware of the
event time schedule and should be
in position at their preferred location
prior to my arrival as I drive through
the stage for a final check.
“Occasionally there may be
disagreement between the media
and the marshals on the ground. Like
everyone else, the media are expected
www.msauk.org

to obey the marshals’ instructions,
however if there is disagreement or
the marshal is uncertain then there
is no problem with waiting to flag
down the Safety Delegate and asking
for guidance. As event officials we
want to keep safety at the forefront of
everything we do, but we needn’t be
draconian and should work with our
media colleagues, not against them.”
A separate issue that the Safety
Delegates and other officials contend
with is the presence of non-accredited
photographers in dubious places.
There is little the Safety Delegates
can do when people emerge from the
trees after they have passed, however
competitors can certainly help by
considering whether the images
they use in their publicity materials
have been captured by accredited
photographers.

to stand somewhere they know they
shouldn’t be. They may produce
exciting images but those images are
not worth risking the sport’s future
for. We need to clamp down on rogue
behaviour and reducing the demand
for it is one way of achieving that.”
Event organisers’ guidelines for
working with the media can be found
in Annex H of the Stage Rally Safety
Requirements, available on the
MSA website HERE.

“If an image is from the landing zone
of a jump or a similarly crazy location,
then it’s almost certainly not been
taken by an accreditation holder,”
says Moffitt.
“It’s probably been taken by someone
who has popped out of trees after
the safety cars have passed and gone
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Opinion
Spinal column

Nathalie
McGloin
FIA
Commission
president
on disability
progress
Nathalie with (l-r) Rob
Jones, Graham Stoker
and Sue Sanders

However, it’s not just the FIA who are leading the
way. A month ago, Formula E drivers gave up their
time to raise awareness for the Commission at an
e-karting event organised and hosted by Jean-Eric
Vergne. Vergne personally invited Billy Monger
to a race against the Formula E drivers and the
event also raised funds for a disabled motorsport
charity. Billy competed on level terms against
the other drivers and his team ended up taking a
podium place; he is proof – if ever it was needed
– that disability is completely irrelevant when it
comes to competing in motorsport.

A

s the motorsport world absorbs the
fantastic output of the FIA Sport
Conference and World Motor Sport
Council held in Manila (4-7 June), the
new Disability and Accessibility Commission is
also keen to raise awareness of its progress.
We held our first Commission meeting in April at
the Region One Mobility Spring Meeting hosted
in Madrid. Our FIA Commission is one of the first
that encompasses both sport and mobility, and
it’s very apparent from our first meeting that this
collaboration will be valuable to our work. The
meeting was well attended by members from both
sectors and all seemed to share the same passion
and enthusiasm to move forward in disabled
motorsport global mobility.
Our first objectives have been outlined. The sport
side will work to: standardise a global disabled
licensing process; create a ‘Back To Racing’
programme for drivers who have suffered life
changing injuries; and homologate adaptations
that allow disabled drivers to race.
We will also build on the excellent work that
has already been done by the mobility sector by
tackling the global misuse of disabled parking
and creating more accessible automotive transport
for those living with disabilities in developing
countries.
Last week I was given the privilege of speaking
on stage in Manila to share my vision for disabled
motorsport. The support the Commission has
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received from the motorsport community is very
encouraging, with every country involved is
offering help.

The views expressed
by the individual
contributors are not
necessarily those of the
MSA.

Support is also coming from other mainstream
avenues in the form of sponsorship. Big brands
historically associated with motorsport are
starting to consider disabled drivers, teams and
charities. This is a big marker in terms of progress.
Disabled drivers are being taking seriously by big
brands who see value in signing contracts with
those who can offer something different in terms
of publicity. Motorsport demands more discipline
and focus of its athletes than many other sports
and if you couple that with the determination
needed to overcome a disability, then you start
to become a person that companies want to be
associated with.
Disability is not a subject people like to talk about
openly due to its sensitive nature, which often
means that organisations just follow regulations
without any real thought about how to effect
positive change. The FIA is not one of those
organisations. This Commission is going to change
the future of disabled motorsport for everyone.
MSA Extra / June 2018

Opinion

From the Chair

Nadine
Lewis
BMMC Chair
on the need
for PRC
checks
So why does the MSA do this?
Due to recent high profile inquiries, the MSA
– as the governing body – needs to ensure
that volunteers are acting responsibly in their
duties and using agreed training methods
and practices. It is recognised that without
us as volunteers the motorsport world would
struggle to continue. However, in order
to make sure that everyone gets the same
protection the MSA needs to ensure that
standards are maintained.

A

s advised last year, the MSA annual
request for Personal Record Cards
(PRCs) was sent out recently. This
year’s request is to examining
grades across all disciplines, flag marshals
and a random percentage selected from all
other grades. If you’ve not had a request then
you don’t need to do anything.
If however you have been selected please scan
and email or photocopy and post the relevant
signatures to the MSA as requested. Don’t send
your original PRC in the post!
In order to comply with the current grading
scheme, you must attend a training day every
two years and marshal on four days per year in
your graded discipline to maintain your grade.
The current PRC allows you to collect these
signatures on one page (at the back) making
it easy to then submit to the MSA. If you are
not upgrading you only need these minimum
numbers recorded, so you should have space
for a few years of continuous dates.
There are approximately 10,000 recorded
marshals on the MSA database. However,
events and clubs are not required to send signon information to the MSA, so the governing
body doesn’t know what training events you
have attended. Hence the requirement to
obtain signatures in your PRC.

www.msauk.org

The views expressed
by the individual
contributors are not
necessarily those of the
MSA.

As such our examining grade marshals are the
gatekeepers of those standards – they pass
on their vast knowledge and experience and
also sign off upgrades to everyone coming
through the system. It is therefore imperative
that they are abreast of any rule changes
which marshals need to be aware of (e.g. flag
signals) and ensure they keep practising their
specialism. This can only come from attending
training days and actively attending events
in their field of duty. Please don’t feel singled
out but feel honoured that your experience is
valuable and recognised.
This time, Examining grades of all disciplines
have been requested to send in their PRCs –
recognising that the current rally scheme has
been in place a few years now, too.
Please note the PRCs will be checked in July
by members of the MSA Marshals Working
Group (MWG) of which I am Chair. The MWG
is also reviewing the current grading schemes
to enable a few tweaks here and there and
to clarify some anomalies. We also intend to
make the information simpler and easier to
find and follow. Expect changes to be advised
later this year.
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Results

Latest results across the different types of motor sport goverened by the MSA

BTCC.net

DUNLOP MSA BRITISH TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
Matt Simpson, Colin Turkington
and Rob Collard shared the
wins at Oulton Park.

2 Adam Morgan – 101
3 Jack Goff – 99

British F4

British F3

Provisional championship
standings
1 Colin Turkington – 109 points

F4 BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIP,
CERTIFIED BY FIA –
POWERED BY FORD
ECOBOOST

rs
al in
eel-

Dennis Hauger, Ayrton
Simmons, Kiern Jewiss claimed
a win apiece in rounds 10-12 at
Oulton Park.

Linus Lundqvist, Pavan Ravishankar
and Tom Gamble shared the wins at
Silverstone.
Provisional championship standings
1 Linus Lundqvist – 324 points
2 Nicolai Kjaergaard – 268
3 Kush Maini – 227

British GT

RallyGallery.com

Provisional championship
standings
1 Kiern Jewiss – 206 points
2 Ayrton Simmons – 190
3 Jack Doohan – 137

BRDC BRITISH F3
CHAMPIONSHIP

BRITISH GT
CHAMPIONSHIP
Mark Farmer and Nicki Thiim
helped TF Sport and Aston
Martin claim victory in British
GT’s showpiece Silverstone
500.
Provisional championship
standings
1 Jon Minshaw – 101 points
= Phil Keen – 101
3 Mark Farmer – 98.5
= Nicki Thiim – 98.5
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PROTYRE MSA ASPHALT RALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP
Rhys Yates has become the first British
driver to win the Rally van Wervik, after he
and co-driver Elliott Edmondson clinched
outright victory on round three.
Provisional championship standings
1 Wayne Sisson – 76 points
2 Jason Pritchard – 58
3 Daniel Harper – 55
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Championship Updates

William Neill

MCGRADY INSURANCE MSA NORTHERN IRELAND
RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP

Results

1 Derek McGarrity/Paddy Robinson
(Impreza WRC) 31m33.9s
2 Damian Toner/Denver Rafferty
(Escort MkII) +1m04.5s
3 Camillus Bradley/Crawford
Henderson (Escort MkII) 1m38.1s

Tim Wilson

CRS Photosport

Derek McGarrity and Paddy
Robinson secured a dominating
win at the Modern Tyres
Mourne Rally, round three of
the championship.

AVON TYRES/WYNN
DEVELOPMENTS
MSA BRITISH
HILL CLIMB
CHAMPIONSHIP

Provisional championship
standings
1 Trevor Willis – 101 points
2 Will Hall – 94
3 Wallace Menzies – 83
= Jason Mourant – 83

LINK-UP LTD MSA BRITISH
AUTOTEST CHAMPIONSHIP
Dave Mosey took an immediate lead
over Malcolm Livingston in the opening
tests and held on to win round five of the
championship in Hartlepool.
Provisional championship standings
1 Dave Evans (Blitz Special 2000) – 125
points
2 Dave Mosey (Mini Special 1430) – 117
3 Ian Chapman (Xmoor Riot 1700) – 111

Paul Lawrence

Mark Hoppe

Wallace Menzies and Jason
Mourant shared the wins at
Loton Park, as Trevor Willis held
on to his championship lead.

FUCHS LUBRICANTS
MSA BRITISH
HISTORIC RALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP

www.msauk.org

Matthew Robinson and Sam
Collis became the third
winners in three rounds of the
championship when they won
the ATL Carlisle Stages.

LINK-UP LTD MSA BRITISH CAR
TRIAL CHAMPIONSHIP

Provisional championship
standings
1 Stuart Egglestone/Brian
Hodgson – 64 points
2 Paul Barrett/Dai Roberts – 58
= Matthew Robinson – 58

Results
1 Philip Buckle (Citroen Saxo) 74%
2 Mark Hoppe (Dutton Melos) 80.7%
3 Shawn Franklin (Citroen Saxo) 89%

Philip Buckle won the Wyre Forrest Car
Trial in a borrowed Citroen Saxo.
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Results
MSA BRITISH
SUPERKART
CHAMPIONSHIP
Paul Platt is well on the way to
lifting title number five after
collecting two more wins at
Donington Park.
Provisional championship
standings
1 Paul Platt – 315 points
2 Andy Bird – 227
3 Jack Layton – 212

MSA JUNIOR TKM NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Oliver Richardson overcame constant
pressure from Abbi Pulling to win both
finals at Clay Pigeon.

Chris Whitton dominated at
Clay Pigeon, winning both
finals despite close racing.

SBD Motorsport

Kartpix

MSA SENIOR TKM
NATIONAL KART
CHAMPIONSHIP

SBD MOTORSPORT
MSA BRITISH SPRINT
CHAMPIONSHIP

Eurodragster.com

MSA BRITISH
DRAG RACING
CHAMPIONSHIP
Michael Gullqvist dominated
The Main Event at Santa Pod
Raceway, winning from pole
position and setting low
elapsed time and top speed.
Provisional championship
standings
1 Michael Gullqvist – 123
points
2 Jimmy Ålund – 97
3 David Vegter – 75
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ARR CRAIB MSA SCOTTISH
RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
David Bogie recorded the 50th rally win of
his career with victory on round three of
the championship, the RSAC Scottish Rally.
Provisional championship standings
1 Donnie MacDonald – 76 points
2 Andrew Gallacher – 75
3 Mark McCulloch – 73
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Heather Calder retained her championship
lead by winning both rounds at the Welsh
circuit of Pembrey.

Technical
Updates, clarifications and advice

ELIGIBILITY TRAINING AND
ASSESSMENT

The first Eligibility Scrutineer training and assessment
days have been completed, with Eligibility Scrutineers
being guided through their assessments by Technical
Commissioners. In future the programme will be rolled out
for regional delivery.
The MSA Technical Department extends its thanks to all
the Technical Commissioners involved in developing the
training and assessment programme, and to the following
for providing the training equipment: Ford; Xtrac; Owen
Developments; AP Racing; SPA Penske; and Laser Tools.
Thanks also to ATL for providing the venue for the initial
sessions.

STEERING WHEELS

The steering wheel pictured was found by a scrutineer at
a hill climb event last month. Of the six bolts that should
be holding the steering wheel to the boss, one bolt was
completely missing, one bolt had no nut (the screw fell
out upon inspection) and one bolt was loose. It is essential
that competitors and preparers maintain such safety
critical components to an appropriate standard.

TOBACCO ADVERTISING

There have been several recent instances of vehicles bring
presented for inspection or scrutineering with tobacco
related advertising. Please remember that tobacco related
advertising is prohibited on all competing vehicles. This
also extends to support vehicles and the competitor’s
equipment, such as overalls and helmet. Please see
regulation H28.1.6.
The only exception to this ruling is if the specific vehicle
can be proven (using its chassis number) to have used the
particular livery in period. In such cases it is permitted to
continue using the livery, providing that the logos are the
original size and colours. Therefore, it is not acceptable to
replicate a tobacco related livery on a vehicle that did not
originally display that livery.

sign up for alerts!
To sign up for email notifications when proposed regulation changes are posted online for consultation, click HERE.
www.msauk.org
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Training
Updates from the MSA Training Team

ATTENTION ALL TRAINERS
BMSTT grant aid for training days – 2018
Trainers, clubs and organisations are reminded that deadlines for submitting claims to
draw down on BMSTT grant aid were introduced from 1 January 2018. This is to assist the
BMSTT and the MSA in reallocating any unused grant aid to other training events that, for
whatever reason, may have submitted late applications.
The deadlines for claims are as follows:

1

2

3

Training event dates

Grant aid paperwork to be returned
to the MSA by no later than

Payment made by the BMSTT no
later than

01 January - 31 March

30 June

30 July

01 April - 30 June

30 September

31 October

01 July - 30 September

31 December

31 January

01 October - 31 December

31 March

30 April

Please note:
Any club/organisation that cannot meet these dates must inform the MSA as soon as possible
Any unclaimed grant aid at the end of the period in column two will lapse and be reallocated by the BMSTT to support
other training events/projects
Late funding applications will be held on a waiting list, with grant aid support being offered later should funds become
available.
Receipts and supporting documentation must be provided with any claims. While the MSA Training Department does
strive to settle claims quickly, some are delayed for lack of this supporting information, which is an audit requirement for
the BMSTT.
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Updates from the MSA Training Team

UPCOMING TRAINING
Over 130 people have taken part in four safety car workshops run so far in 2018, with two more
training sessions to come.
The workshops have been run in Newtown, Loughborough, Knockhill and Taunton, with all being well received. The
remaining two workshops are:
 23 June: Penrith Area (full)
 28 June: Isle of Man (places available – IoM residents only)
For further information on the MSA safety car workshops, please CLICK HERE.

REGIONAL TRAINING OFFICERS WORKSHOP - BIRMINGHAM
The MSA hosted a dedicated workshop for Regional Association Training Officers last month (31 May) that gave delegates
from across the country a chance to share learnings from training initiatives in their respective regions.
The workshop’s outcomes are now being reviewed by the MSA and will be passed to the Training Working Group for
review. A copy of the initial findings will also be sent to all Regional Association Training Officers and their Regional
Chairs for consideration.

MSA APPOINTS NEW DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING ASSISTANT
Rebecca Maidment has joined the MSA as Development & Training Assistant, working across the governing body’s
training, Go Motorsport and MSA Academy initiatives. Rebecca is a member of the Southern Car Club committee in a
social media and PR role. She can be contacted with general enquiries on rebecca.maidment@msauk.org.

www.msauk.org
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Training
MSA TRAINERS ACTIVITY SURVEY
The MSA will soon carry out a survey of all its licensed trainers to gauge
their levels of activity and confirm their areas of expertise.
This survey will be sent out as a Google form and may appear in your
spam folder; please keep a look-out, as your responses will give the
MSA a clearer understanding of its trainer network.
The survey will also seek your permission to publish your name and
email address on a revised postcode map of the UK so that clubs or
individuals can contact you directly with training requests. Please
advise the MSA via the survey if you do not wish your details to be
published.

MSA TRAINER BECOMES CATCH-ALL TITLE
The MSA and the Training Working Group have agreed that from 1 January 2019 all those licenced to deliver the MSA’s
training modules will be given the same title: MSA Trainer.
This will allow events and clubs the opportunity to organise training sessions led by an MSA trainer where previously a
Lead Trainer was required.
The MSA will retain the list of current grades (Trainer, Lead Trainer and International Trainer) as part of the revised
database as this information will be required when selecting trainers for international work.

MSA TRAINING INSTRUCTORS COURSE
The MSA is currently reviewing the Training Instructors
course with the intention of running a training weekend
in August or September.
The course delivers non-discipline specific training on
the basics of instructional delivery and is aimed at those
wishing to become an MSA trainer for their local club/
Regional Association. It is also mandatory for those
wishing to become trainers in the Rescue and Recovery
disciplines.
If you are interested in attending this course please
contact the Training Department via email:
training@msauk.org
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Training

INSIGHT: ISLE OF MAN TRAINING DAY
The Isle of Man may be famous for the
TT, which delivers its own bespoke
training, but for numerous closedroad rallies and small forest events
the MSA and BMSTT continue to
support the island with current safety
training, writes Karen Spencer.

The MSA Training Team was recently
asked to write and deliver a day’s
outdoor training on stage set-up and
timing roles. MSA instructors Jon
Binns, Karen Spencer, Neil Cahill
worked with Tony Quayle (IoM MSA
Trainer) to create a programme for 14
delegates from Manx Auto Sport Club
and Rally Isle of Man motor club.
The aims and objectives were to
provide an overview and practical
experience on setting up a rally,
identifying signs and determining
where they are placed on a stage for
National and International rallies and
why.
A piece of private land with a suitable
track almost a mile long was made
available. We split the 14 delegates
into groups of two and allocated an
MSA instructor to each section of the

stage, giving advice and instructions
on how to build a rally stage. We then
reversed the initial stage set-up to
make full use of the land available and
maximise training for the delegates.
The delegate marshals gained an
insight into the role of a timing
marshal and stage commanders,
and made decisions in real-time as if
the stage was live. We used genuine
experiences based upon 25 years’
experience of stage commanding to
recreate accurate scenarios.
Three road cars and their crews
assumed the role of rally competitors
and they acted out scenarios
including jump-starts, lost time cards,
breakdowns and tantrums!

time controls and participating with
the Hogg Rescue demonstration.
Luckily, there was no ‘cat’astrohpic
incident to attend.
“Everything was very well explained
very well, no matter how many
questions were asked during the
day,” said one delegate. “Excellent
training,” said another, while further
comments included, “Enjoyed the
hands-on experience” and, “All
segments of training were relevant
and everyone learnt something.”
Our thanks to the pseudo rally car
drivers, the landowner and all the
delegates who attended and enjoyed
the day.

The delegates were allocated a timing
control on the stage or a rescue
familiarisation session with Hogg
Rescue, who kindly joined us with two
units and shared their knowledge and
experience. The locations were rotated
every 45 minutes, allowing everyone
the chance to experience timing at
each control or to try the role of stage
commander or rescue crew.
We had one very special visitor
who joined us for the safety sign
familiarisation: the local farm cat,
who managed to upstage Binns!
We awarded the cat a certificate of
‘cat’endance for visiting most of the

www.msauk.org
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Academy
Equipping the UK’s most promising young drivers
Abbi
Pulling

CO-DRIVERS TO CHESTERFIELD
MSA Academy co-drivers spent two days in Chesterfield earlier this week developing their
pace notes with coaches and acclaimed navigators Nicky Grist and Paul Spooner.
Nicky and Paul oversaw both days
of learning and led sessions on
planning and preparation for an
event to ensure optimum on-event
performance. The final afternoon
saw the students head to Dansport
to head out with MSA Academy
graduate and international
competitor Ollie Mellors to recce
a short rally stage and practice
preparing notes. The navigators then
read through and analysed their
notes with Nicky and Paul before
putting them to the test by going
round the stage at full competition
speed in an R5 car.
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Grist explained, “The experience
over the last couple of days for
these guys is, from the driver’s
perspective, the most important
part of the job they do. It has been
all about writing pace notes, how
to read pace notes in a competitive
environment and getting the timing
absolutely right. I think that while
we are classroom based for a lot
of stuff, this kind of day is really
important because it allows them to
almost compete in a car that’s way
above where they are currently. It
sets them up perfectly for a future
motorsport career.”

The six young navigators also
underwent sessions on sports
psychology and received first on
scene training from MSA-registered
paramedic Dave Stubbs.
The MSA Academy wishes to thank
Mellors Motorsport, Steve Perez,
Dansport and the team at the Casa
Hotel Chesterfield for their help and
support in enabling this event to
happen.
For a video of the action click here.
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